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This document describes the assessment methodology that MPAC currently expects
to use for the 2016 Assessment Update for properties for which the current use is as
an automotive parts manufacturing plant and for which the current use has been
determined by MPAC to be the highest and best use. Assessors exercise judgment
and discretion when assessing properties and may depart from MP!C’s preferred
assessment methodology when assessing a particular property, however, any
deviation from these guidelines must be thoroughly documented.
This document has been prepared by MPAC to help assessed persons review how the
current value of the property likely will be determined, illustrate the uniform
application of valuation parameters to the property type and consider whether
MP!C’s subsequent assessed value is correct and equitable in comparison to the
assessed value of similar real property so as to ensure the fair distribution of the
property tax burden. The information in this document will help property owners to
meet the requirements of subsection 39.1(4) of the Assessment Act and Rule 16 of
the Assessment Review Board when providing reasons for making a Request for
Reconsideration or filing an Appeal to the Assessment Review Board.
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Part 1 – Introduction
The Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) – www.mpac.ca – is responsible for
accurately assessing and classifying property in Ontario for the purposes of municipal and
education taxation.
In Ontario, property assessments are updated on the basis of a four-year assessment cycle.
The next province-wide Assessment Update will take place in 2016 when MPAC will update
the assessments of Ontario’s more than five million properties to reflect the legislated
valuation date of January 1, 2016. Assessments updated for the 2016 base year are in effect
for the 2017-2020 property tax years. Ontario’s assessment phase-in program prescribes that
assessment increases are phased in over a four-year period. Any decreases in assessment are
applied immediately.
The accurate valuation of large special purpose industrial properties such as automotive parts
manufacturing plants for property tax purposes presents a number of challenges due to the
size and specialized nature of the properties concerned and the fact that very few, if any, of
them are bought, sold or leased in the market on a regular basis.
For that reason, it is important to ensure that the valuation methodology applied is capable of
providing a realistic estimate of current value at the relevant valuation date which, in turn,
enables all stakeholders to understand the valuation process and have confidence in the
fairness and consistency of its outcome.
This Methodology Guide has been prepared for the benefit of MPAC assessors, property
owners and their representatives, municipalities and their representatives, Assessment
Review Board members, provincial officials, and the general public.
It should be noted that “large” in the context of industrial properties means a property that
falls within the definition of the “Large Industrial Property lass” contained in section 14 (1) of
Ontario Regulation 282/98. In general, this refers to an industrial property in excess of
125,000 square feet in terms of “exterior measured area.”
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The following definitions may be helpful in reviewing this Methodology Guide:
Special Purpose Properties:
“A limited market property with a unique physical design, special construction materials, or
layout that restricts its utility to the use for which it was built.”
[Appraisal Institute]
“Specialized property is property that is rarely, if ever, sold in the market except by way of
sale of the business or entity of which it is part, due to the uniqueness arising from its
specialized nature and design, its configuration, size, location, or otherwise.”
[International Valuation Standards Committee]
The characteristics of special purpose properties are likely to include:


Unique improvements, design, layout, size, construction materials and/or building
services that facilitate one or a limited number of uses.



Generally contains machines and machine fittings that are designed to facilitate one
purpose.



Adaptation to other uses is typically challenging requiring significant alterations and
rarely finding economically viable uses for all of the improvements.



Limited market possibilities, except as a going concern business.



Typically has specialized building services.



They tend to serve large market areas that are more regional, national or international
in scope.



The expansive geographic scope of these properties typically requires research of
regional, national or international data to support a market value analysis.



Understanding the “market” for special purpose properties also requires
understanding of the industry in which it operates, i.e., what is the nature, condition
and financial health of the potential buyers and sellers.
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1.1 Properties Covered by this Methodology Guide
This Methodology Guide relates to automotive parts manufacturing plants which include
many different types of property with a variety of processes taking place within them.
More information about the typical processes that take place within automotive parts
manufacturing plants is provided below. The list of properties within Ontario that are covered
by this Methodology Guide change from time to time. A current list of the properties covered
by this Methodology Guide can be found in Appendix A.
Brief Introduction to the Industry
The automotive parts manufacturing industry is closely linked to the automotive assembly
industry. Chrysler, Ford, GM, Honda, and Toyota all have plants in Ontario making it the only
province or state in North America with five original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
Because there are so many large automotive assembly plants in Ontario, a large number of
automotive parts manufacturers are also based in the province. As Ontario is also close to
many of the large automotive assembly plants in the U.S., this is another reason why
automotive parts manufacturers find Ontario an attractive location.
The province has around 350 automotive parts manufacturers and around 500 tool, die and
mold makers working to develop manufacturing solutions.
Picture 1 below gives an indication of the many parts that go into a vehicle; these parts are all
manufactured in Ontario and used in the large automotive assembly plants that exist in the
province.
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Picture 1

One of the attractions of Ontario for the automotive industry is that it is at the forefront of
vehicle technology research with sophisticated R&D facilities. There are 24 auto-focused
public research facilities with researchers working on advanced lightweight materials and
coatings, manufacturing processes, alternative fuels and powertrain components and
systems, among other innovative projects.
The following list provides an indication of the variety of automotive parts which are produced
in manufacturing facilities that exist in Ontario:


body, trim and glass systems



braking systems



climate control systems



computing technologies



drivetrains/transmission



electrical and electronic
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engine systems



equipment and tools



exhaust systems



fuel systems



interior systems



miscellaneous parts/components



raw materials



seating systems



steering systems



suspension systems

Ontario’s auto parts industry generates sales of over $30 billion annually, more than 60% of
them generated by exports. The province has parts makers which are world leaders in:


assembly and sub-assembly

 systems and component integration


hydro-forming, stamping, injection and blow molding



ferrous and non-ferrous casting



powder metal coating and fabrication

Ontario’s auto parts industry is also a leader in “green” technologies and investing in R&D that
encompasses:


advanced emissions technologies



energy efficient engines and transmissions



lightweight components and materials
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The nature of the automotive parts manufacturing plants that exist in Ontario ranges from
large, specialized engine and body parts manufacturing facilities to more traditional industrial
properties owned by producers of some of the smaller automotive components.
This Methodology Guide is primarily concerned with the valuation of the large, specialized
properties owned by automotive parts manufacturing companies.
It is helpful to understand the relationship between automotive assembly plants and
automotive parts manufacturers (suppliers). The actual content of assembly performed by
automotive companies versus that performed by suppliers is affected by the design of the
vehicles, the general manufacturing efficiency of the company, and specific business
strategies employed by each company. Major sub-assembly (“modules”) build operations
often performed by suppliers include:


Instrument Panel



Suspension “orners”



Engine Dress



Tire & Wheel



Major Interior Trim (Door Panels, Headliners, etc.)



Front/Rear End Fascia (Bumper)



Fuel Tank



HVAC

In addition, most companies use delivery to the assembly lines of parts in a specific sequence
to match the specific sequence of vehicle builds (including options, colors, etc.). This process is
referred to as “sequencing.”
Most companies subcontract these material handling and repackaging operations for
incoming materials, with that activity most frequently accomplished in a separate facility to
avoid workplace issues. Most often, the facility for the work is not on the vehicle assembly
plant site, but some vehicle assembly plants have this operation on the same site. In some
instances, the company operates the sequencing operation in a portion of the vehicle
assembly plant final assembly space.
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It should be noted that, in most cases, the automotive assembly plant represents the final
phase in the process of manufacturing a vehicle. It is at the assembly plant that the
components, often supplied by large numbers of outside suppliers, including company-owned
parts suppliers, are brought together for assembly, usually by truck or railroad. Those parts
that will be used in the chassis are usually delivered to one area, while those that will
comprise the body are unloaded at another.
The way in which these outside suppliers may interact with the main assembly process is
shown in Diagram 1 below.

Diagram 1

Plastics

Molding
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Body Shop

Final

Finished

Assembly

Vehicle

Paint Shop

Supplier

Paint and

Supplier

Stamped

Chemicals

Parts

The typical car or truck is constructed from the ground up (and out). The frame forms the base
on which the body rests and from which all subsequent assembly components follow. The
frame is placed on the assembly line and clamped to the conveyer to prevent shifting as it
moves down the line. From here the automobile frame moves to component assembly areas
where complete front and rear suspensions, gas tanks, rear axles and drive shafts, gear boxes,
steering box components, wheel drums, and braking systems are sequentially installed.
An off-line operation at this stage of production mates the vehicle's engine with its
transmission. Workers use robotic arms to install these heavy components inside the engine
compartment of the frame. After the engine and transmission are installed, a worker attaches
the radiator, and another bolts it into place. Because of the nature of these heavy component
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parts, articulating robots perform all of the lift and carry operations while assemblers using
pneumatic wrenches bolt component pieces in place.
Generally, the floor pan is the largest body component to which a multitude of panels and
braces will subsequently be either welded or bolted. As it moves down the assembly line, held
in place by clamping fixtures, the shell of the vehicle is built. First, the left and right quarter
panels are robotically disengaged from pre-staged shipping containers and placed onto the
floor pan, where they are stabilized with positioning fixtures and welded.
The front and rear door pillars, roof, and body side panels are assembled in the same fashion.
The shell of the automobile assembled in this section of the process lends itself to the use of
robots, because articulating arms can easily introduce various component braces and panels
to the floor pan and perform a high number of weld operations within a tight time frame and
to precise tolerances.
As the body moves from the isolated weld area of the assembly line, subsequent body
components including fully assembled doors, deck lids, hood panel, fenders, trunk lid, and
bumper reinforcements are installed. Although robots help workers place these components
onto the body shell, the workers provide the proper fit for most of the bolt-on functional parts
using pneumatically assisted tools.
It will be seen from this brief outline that automotive parts manufacturers play a very
important role in the automotive assembly process which is why the two industries are so
closely linked.
Machinery and Equipment
Automotive parts manufacturing plants may contain large amounts of, often very specialized,
machinery and equipment.
1.2 Legislation
The main legislation governing the assessment of properties in Ontario for property tax
purposes is contained in the Assessment Act 1990 (as amended).
The Act contains important definitions, including what property is taxable and how it should
be valued.
The Act (section 1(1) Definitions) states that property must be assessed at its "current value"
which means, in relation to land:
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"/ the amount of money the fee simple, if unencumbered, would realize if sold at arm's
length by a willing seller to a willing buyer.”
It should be noted that, in accordance with section 3(1) 17 of the Act, all items of machinery
and equipment, and the foundations upon which they rest, used for manufacturing, though
assessable, are exempt from taxation.
Other relevant legislation will be referred to as necessary in this Methodology Guide.
1.3 Valuations - General
Valuations of property are carried out for a variety of purposes. This Methodology Guide is
provided specifically for assessors involved in the valuation of automotive parts
manufacturing plants for property tax purposes in Ontario and other stakeholders who have
an interest in the valuation.
The legislation governing the assessment of properties for property tax purposes in Ontario is
set out above. It requires an assessment of the current value of all relevant properties as of a
specific valuation date.
The valuation process follows a number of systematic steps intended to ensure that all
relevant data is obtained and analyzed before being used in the provision of an estimate of
the market value of the property concerned as of the relevant date.
Many professional bodies provide guidance on how the valuation process should be
undertaken and this Methodology Guide reflects the accepted guidance on the valuation of
large special purpose properties such as automotive parts manufacturing plants.
In broad terms, the valuation process involves the following key steps:


Ensuring a clear understanding of the purpose for which the valuation is being
provided.



Researching the legal framework concerning the valuation.



Determining what needs to be valued.



Identifying the date of the valuation.



Analyzing the relevant market (local, regional and/or international depending upon
the type of property to be valued).
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Considering the highest and best use of the subject property (as explained later, it
is assumed that the use of the property as an automotive parts manufacturing
plant is the highest and best use of the property being valued for the purposes of
this Methodology Guide).



Obtaining pre-inspection data about the property to be valued.



Carrying out a site inspection of the property to be valued.



Taking appropriate measurements and recording details of other relevant
information.



Carrying out an inspection of any comparable properties that may be of assistance
in ascertaining the value of the subject property.



Determining the appropriate method, or methods, of valuation to be used.



Carrying out the valuation.



Reviewing the valuation.



Finalizing and reporting the valuation.

In general, it is appropriate to consider the value of a property by three different perspectives
or approaches to value:


the direct (sales) comparison approach



the income approach



the cost approach

As suggested by the title, in the direct (sales) comparison approach, value is indicated by
recent sales of comparable properties in the market. In the case of large special purpose
industrial properties such as automotive parts manufacturing plants, there are generally very
few, if any, sales or other market transactions which can be relied upon to provide an
indication of market value; for this reason, the sales comparison approach is not used in the
valuation of automotive parts manufacturing plants.
“The sales comparison approach is applicable to all types of real property interests
when there are sufficient recent, reliable transactions to indicate value patterns or
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trends in the market /. When data is available, this is the most straightforward and
simple way to explain and support a value opinion /. When the market is weak and
few market transactions are available, the applicability of the sales comparison
approach may be limited. For example, the sales comparison approach is usually not
applied to special-purpose properties because few similar properties may be sold in a
given market, even one that is geographically broad. To value special-purpose
properties, the cost approach may be more appropriate and reliable.”
[The Appraisal of Real Estate, 12th edition, page 419]
In considering any sales evidence, it is critical to ensure that the property sold falls within the
same use class as the property to be valued; in the case of special purpose properties, the sale
should relate to a property that has the same highest and best use as the subject property
otherwise it is unlikely to be a reliable indicator of value.
However, if a sale of such a property does take place, it is important for the transaction to be
analyzed to see if it may provide useful information that may assist when reviewing a
valuation prepared by the application of another approach.
In the income approach or, more accurately, the income capitalization approach, value is
indicated by a property’s revenue-earning power, based on the capitalization of income. This
method requires a detailed analysis of both income and expenditure, both for the property
being valued and other similar properties that may have been sold, in order to ascertain the
anticipated revenue and expenses, along with the relevant capitalization rate. As already
indicated, in the case of large special purpose industrial properties such as automotive parts
manufacturing plants, there are unlikely to be any sales or rents of comparable properties
from which relevant data can be obtained, so this approach is not used.
However, it may be necessary to consider both the income and expenses of automotive parts
manufacturing plants when looking at depreciation within the cost approach; in particular, in
considering the issue of obsolescence.
In the cost approach, value is estimated as the current cost of reproducing or replacing the
improvements on the land (including buildings, structures and other taxable components),
less any loss in value resulting from depreciation, and then adding the market value of the
land.
The cost approach is the most appropriate method of valuing large special purpose industrial
properties such as automotive parts manufacturing plants and will therefore be the subject of
detailed guidance in the following parts of this Methodology Guide.
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Using the cost approach also helps to exclude the value of the business being carried out
within the property and is one of the reasons why this method of valuation is used for
automotive parts manufacturing plants.
1.4 The Use of this Methodology Guide
This Methodology Guide is intended to:
 Ensure that automotive parts manufacturing plants are assessed at their correct
current values.
 Ensure the assessments of automotive parts manufacturing plants are fair, accurate,
predictable, and transparent.
 Provide direction to assessors to ensure that MPAC takes a consistent approach to
valuing automotive parts manufacturing plants.


Ensure that MP!’s methodology for valuing these properties is well documented and
aligns with industry standards for market valuation in a mass appraisal environment.

 Explain MP!’s valuation methodology to municipalities, taxpayers, !R members and
other stakeholders.
MPAC assessors are expected to follow the procedures in the Guide. However, this Guide is
not intended to be a substitute for an assessor’s judgment in arriving at the current value for a
particular property.
1.5 Consultation and Disclosure
MPAC is committed to providing municipalities, taxpayers and all its stakeholders with the
best possible service through transparency, predictability, and accuracy. In support of this
commitment, MPAC has defined three levels of Disclosure as part of its delivery of the 2016
province-wide Assessment Update.
Three Levels of Disclosure (2016 Assessment Update)
Level 1 – Methodology Guides explaining how MPAC approached the valuation of particular
types of property; in this case, automotive parts manufacturing plants.
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Level 2 – Market Valuation Reports explaining how the methodology outlined in Level 1 has
been applied at the sector level for the purposes of each assessment.
Level 3 – Property Specific Valuation Information, available to property taxpayers, their
representatives and municipalities.
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Part 2 – The Valuation Process - Preparation
2.1 Six Main Steps
The assessor should follow the six main steps outlined in the chart below.

2.2 Identify What Needs to be Valued
The assessor needs to identify the extent of the property to be valued. The definition of land
is all encompassing. Land includes not only the land itself (“terra firma”) but also buildings,
structures, machinery and fixtures, or any part of such items.
2.3 Define the Basis of Value and Date of Valuation
The definition of value was identified previously and is the "current value" of the property
which, in accordance with the Act, is:
(/ the amount of money the fee simple, if unencumbered, would realize if sold at arm's
length by a willing seller to a willing buyer.”
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This means that the assessor is concerned with the “market value” of the property and
therefore needs to consider what data is required to enable an assessment of market value to
be prepared as of the relevant valuation date. It should be noted that, for the purposes of this
Methodology Guide, “market value” and “current value” have the same meaning.
The relevant legislated valuation date will differ for each four-year reassessment. The assessor
should be clear about what valuation date is to be used for the particular reassessment.
In preparing a valuation, the assessor will need to take into account all relevant, valuesignificant evidence available that may assist in determining the value of the particular
automotive parts manufacturing plant as of the valuation date. The market conditions, i.e.,
the economic circumstances that underlie supply and demand, that give rise to value are likely
to change between reassessments, so it is important to ensure that only those factors that are
relevant as of the specified valuation date are taken into account.
However, the assessor should have regard to the physical circumstances at roll return and
value the land and improvements as they exist at that time, assuming a sale on the valuation
date, or at a later date, if there have been changes to the property after the reassessment
date.
2.4 Research - Data Collection
Data collection involves two main activities:
1. Collection of data relating to the automotive parts manufacturing plant to be valued.
2. Collection of market evidence or other data that will assist in the valuation.
Collection of Data Relating to the Automotive Parts Manufacturing Plant to be Valued
The assessor should start by considering what information is available from current MPAC
records concerning the property and then checking to ensure it is accurate and up to date.
The following types of data relating to the property to be valued need to be collected:


If recent, purchase price/date, and/or construction costs, relating to the property.



Layout plans, building plans, elevations, cross-sections, specifications, etc., relating to
the property.
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A description of the process (or processes) undertaken at the property.
Specific and detailed information concerning:
o the use of each part of the property
o the functionality (what it does and how well it does it) of the property
o the utility (i.e., the usefulness) of the property
o the productive capacity of the property
o recent/projected trends in production
o recent/projected trends in the cost of inputs
o recent/projected trends in the value of outputs
o recent/projected trends in profitability



Any particular aspects of the automotive parts manufacturing plant that create
inefficiencies.



Any repairs or other remedial works that are required or planned.



Any plans to change the existing automotive parts manufacturing operation.



Any plans to alter, extend or demolish any parts of the property (and why).



How the existing property compares with a modern equivalent facility (and the
location and other details concerning a modern equivalent automotive parts
manufacturing plant).



Information with regard to the zoning of the property.



Information about the locality in which the property is situated.



Any other relevant information that may be available from other sources concerning
the property (e.g., company accounts, the municipality, the Internet, etc.).



Information available about competition from other automotive parts manufacturing
plants.
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Property Inspection
The assessor should take steps to collect the above information either in advance of a
property inspection or during a property inspection. A property inspection will provide the
following data:


Confirmation of the data (size, layout, etc.) contained in plans, drawings, etc.



Confirmation of the use of the various buildings, structures, etc.



Details of the age/condition of the buildings, structures and other improvements.



Confirmation of the information provided in respect of necessary repairs, etc.



Details of any cost estimates provided in respect of necessary repairs, etc.



Photographic record of the site, buildings, structures, other improvements, etc.



Details of any other matters noted - positive or negative - with regard to the property.



Commentary on the location of the property, transport links and access to the site.

The above factors should be used as a check-list by the assessor to ensure that all relevant
information is obtained prior to the valuation being undertaken.
How the information obtained may be used in the valuation is shown and discussed in Part 3
of this Methodology Guide.
Collection of Market Evidence or Other Data that will Assist in the Valuation
In the case of many types of property, market value can be derived from the evidence of sales
or leases (rentals) of similar properties in the same locality as the property to be valued.
However, in the case of large specialized properties such as automotive parts manufacturing
plants, such market data is unlikely to be available in sufficient volume to provide a reliable
indication of value.
Nevertheless, the assessor should seek whatever data may be available in terms of sales,
leases, etc., of similar large industrial properties and consider whether or not such data may
provide evidence that could assist in the valuation of an automotive parts manufacturing
plant.
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In addition to collecting data about the automotive parts manufacturing plant to be valued,
and any market evidence that may exist, the assessor needs to carry out wider research that
will assist in determining the value of the subject property. Such research is likely to include:
[ The state of the automotive parts manufacturing industry. For example, the economic
situation, supply and demand factors, etc., in Ontario, Canada, North America, and
possible worldwide.
[ Trends in the automotive parts manufacturing industry. For example, whether it is
growing, shrinking, whether there have been any changes in manufacturing
techniques, etc., in Ontario, Canada, North America, and possibly worldwide.
[ Any evidence available to indicate the value of the properties used in the automotive
parts manufacturing industry. For example, sales, leases, construction costs, etc., in
the municipality, Ontario, Canada, and North America.
Much of the information required about the state of the industry, economic trends, etc., will
be contained in the Market Valuation Reports that form part of MPAC’s Level 2 Disclosure.
The assessor should ensure that the information contained in that report is
properly reﬂected in the valuation to the extent that it has an impact on the value of the
individual automotive parts manufacturing plant.
Confidentiality
As outlined above, it is important to be aware that, in order to enable MPAC to produce an
accurate valuation of the property concerned, information needs to be obtained from a
variety of sources.
This will include information from MPAC’s records, from the owner or operator of the
property, from the municipality in which the property is located, from the assessor’s visit to
the property, and from other sources.
All stakeholders in the property tax system have an interest in ensuring that the current value
provided by MPAC is correct; in order to achieve this, it is necessary for all parties to
cooperate in the provision of information.
It is appreciated that some of the information outlined above may be of a commercially
sensitive nature. MPAC recognizes the need to ensure that any information provided to them
is properly safeguarded and only used for the purpose for which it is supplied. Assessors
should appreciate the nature of this undertaking and ensure data is treated accordingly.
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If after an appeal has been filed, MPAC receives a request for the release of actual income and
expense information, or other sensitive commercial proprietary information, the usual
practice is to require the person seeking the information to bring a motion before the
Assessment Review Board, with notice to the third parties, requesting that the Assessment
Review Board order production of the requested information. The release of such information
is at the discretion of the Assessment Review Board.
Exception
S. 53 (2) This section does not prevent disclosure of that information,
(a) to the assessment corporation or any authorized employee of the corporation; or
(b) by any person being examined as a witness in an assessment appeal or in a proceeding in court
involving an assessment matter. 1996, c. 4, s. 43; 1997, c. 43, Sched. G, s. 18 (34).

2.5 Analysis of Data Collected
Having carried out the data collection outlined previously, the assessor needs to analyze it and
reach a conclusion regarding the appropriate valuation method to use and how it should be
applied.
As already indicated, for the purposes of this Methodology Guide, it is assumed that the
assessor will conclude that there is insufficient evidence available to enable either the direct
comparison approach or income approach to be adopted. For that reason, the assessor will be
adopting the cost approach and using the data collected to ensure that the cost approach is
properly applied.
2.6 The Valuation
Having undertaken the necessary steps outlined above, the assessor should now be in a
position to apply the appropriate valuation model. In the case of large automotive parts
manufacturing plants, the assessor will be using the cost approach and detail on how that
model should be applied is contained in Part 3 of this Methodology Guide.
2.7 Validating the Results
Once the assessor has completed the valuation, it is necessary to validate the results by
carrying out a series of checks to ensure that all relevant parts of the property have been
included in the valuation, that there has been no double-counting of any adjustments made
for depreciation, that the resulting valuation has been compared with any market evidence
that may be available in relation to automotive parts manufacturing plants or similar
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properties, and that the final valuation is in line with the valuation of other similar properties
in Ontario.
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Part 3 – The Valuation - Application
3.1 Summary of Cost Approach
As already indicated, the primary valuation approach to be used for the valuation of
automotive parts manufacturing plants is the cost approach.
Using the cost approach derives a value by estimating the cost to replace the functionality and
utility of a property. In broad terms, this requires six main steps:

This Guide is designed to assist the assessor to navigate through the valuation approach and
produce an accurate estimate of current value of automotive parts manufacturing plants
utilizing the recognized cost approach methodology.
3.2 Recommended Procedure
The Methodology Guide recommends a valuation process with the six main steps outlined
above. More detail about each of those steps is set out below:
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1. Property Evaluation


Evaluate the property’s functionality (what it can do).



Evaluate the utility of the property (the expected benefits to be derived).

2. Determine Reproduction Cost New


Establish the value of the subject property by using a cost manual (i.e., MP!’s
Automated Cost System - ACS) to determine reproduction cost as new.

3. Identify Depreciation


Evaluate the physical state and condition of the property.



Consider how the functionality and utility of the subject property compares to a
modern and efficient property.

4. Quantify Depreciation


Apply a breakdown approach to depreciation whereby each separate element of
depreciation is identified and applied, as follows:
o Apply physical depreciation due to age from the typical depreciation tables
found in the cost manual.
o Make adjustments as required to age-related depreciation due to the actual
state and condition of the property.
o Apply functional obsolescence as required.
o Apply external obsolescence as required.

5. Value the Land


Estimate the market value of the land and add it to the value of the improvements.

6. Validate the Results


Apply checks - age-life and market extraction (if market data available) - to ensure that
there has been no double-counting of adjustments and the final valuation is consistent
and accurate.
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This Guide is designed to assist the assessor in the application of the cost approach to
establish the current value assessment of automotive parts manufacturing plants. It does not
replace the assessor’s judgment.
The chart on the following page summarizes and outlines the six main steps in the valuation
approach.
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Outline of the Cost Approach Process
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3.3 Definition of Terms
Each of the steps outlined in the chart above will be considered in detail in this Guide. Where
appropriate, terms are defined as they are encountered in the text but, in addition, there is a
Glossary of Terms in Appendix B.
3.4 Detailed Procedure
The following steps should be followed when valuing an automotive parts manufacturing
plant. The assessor should always bear in mind that it is the actual property that is being
valued, even though consideration may be given to how the actual property may be replaced
by a different type of property (in terms of size, layout, etc.) when considering valuation
issues such as functional obsolescence.
1. Property Evaluation
The first step in the process is to determine the type of property being valued and whether it
falls within the property types, i.e., automotive parts manufacturing plants, covered in this
Methodology Guide. Once satisfied that it does, the assessor needs to collect the information
required to establish the current value of the property.
Part 2 of this Methodology Guide outlined the nature of the information to be collected prior
to the valuation being carried out. The notes below add more detail about this process.
Review Assessment Records
Typically, there is some historical information on file in the assessment records, or available
from assessment databases. The assessor will need to check this information carefully and
ensure it is accurate and up to date.
In particular, the assessor should check MP!’s applications, i.e., the Integrated Property
System (IPS) and the Source of Uniform Records for Cost Evaluation (SOURCE).
Information from the Municipality
The municipality should have provided MPAC with plans, etc., but the assessor needs to check
to ensure they are the latest plans, drawings, etc. The drawings required include the
following:
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plot plan(s)



floor plan(s) - including horizontal measurements



elevations - including vertical measurements



cross-sections of the buildings

Ideally, these drawings, plans, etc., should be in electronic (e.g., CAD) format. The assessor
should also check with the municipality to see whether it holds any other relevant information
about the property that may be useful in the valuation process.
Information from the Owner
It is important to set up an appointment with the owner or operator to inspect the property
and to discuss the operations that take place at the property. Part 2 of this Methodology
Guide outlines the type of information that should be sought from the owner or operator of
the property either before or during the inspection.
Review Municipal Plans
Municipalities have zoning and planning information available for all properties, especially
areas in transition where there are often special studies or Secondary Planning documents.
This type of information will be helpful in confirming that use as an automotive parts
manufacturing plant is the highest and best use of the property and may assist in gaining a
wider appreciation of value-significant features of the locality.
Internet
Along with maps and photographic records, the Internet has general information on most
properties. Some of this information may be out of date, but a search of the Internet can
often provide useful information about the nature of the area and the market. Articles about
automotive parts manufacturing plants selling or being re-developed, information and
statistics on automotive parts manufacturing and related manufacturing sectors, and general
economic information can all be found on the Internet.
Property Inspection
The value of any large industrial property relates to its utility; how well/efficiently it serves as
a base for the process for which it is used, i.e., in this case, an automotive parts manufacturing
plant. Understanding a property and its utility requires a property inspection to gain insights
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into the condition and utility of the property and the nature of the locality and surrounding
properties.
Before inspecting the property, the following steps are recommended:


Prepare a list of questions that need to be asked (see Part 2 of this Methodology
Guide).



Arrange with the owner/operator to see the interior of the plant.



Check with the owner to see if there are any safety requirements for the tour (hard
hat, special shoes, safety glasses, high-visibility vest, etc.).



If possible, review the site plans, building plans, floor plans, elevations and crosssections.



Take a camera (ensure owner has provided permission for interior photos).



Take a notebook, recording device or inspection sheet to note the nature, state and
condition of the automotive parts manufacturing plant and any other properties
inspected.



If the automotive parts manufacturing plant requires measurement, take a measuring
device.



Let the owner know how long the inspection should take.

Inspecting the Property


Take notes about the location of the automotive parts manufacturing plant.



Note the access and egress to the plant.



Review the use and condition of the parking lot.



Ask questions about how the plant functions.



Ask questions about other automotive parts manufacturing plants which may be used
as benchmarks.



Make notes of conversations as well as items seen during the inspection.
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Note the condition of the improvements (buildings, structures, etc.).



Take photographs as required (with permission).

The inspection should establish all relevant details about the site improvements, their
construction, condition, use, function and utility. Also, the property inspection provides an
opportunity to ensure that the record includes all the items that should be assessed, and that
all items previously captured are still present in their stated form.
Details should be confirmed and notes made about the quality and type of construction
materials and finishes used for the following:


landscaping



site preparation



foundations



framing



walls



floors



ceiling structures



roof coverings



plumbing



lighting/electrical



heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC)



doors



elevators



stairs



fire systems and sprinklers
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finishes



paving



yard improvements



other assessable items



availability of municipal services

The state and condition of these improvements should also be noted and comments made
about whether a possible variance should be applied to the effective age of any improvement.
The assessor should take photographic records to supplement notes.
Assembly and Verification of Data
Once the property has been inspected, the assessor should use the observations to refine the
data available and consider the application of the valuation process:


Are there any valuation issues to be taken into account with respect to the subject
property or its location?



Are there any comparable properties that need to be considered?



Is there any other new information to be considered?



Is any additional research needed?

The assessor should now take steps to verify the data, to ensure that the records about the
property are accurate, and that the data concerning any transactions relating to other
comparable properties properly reflect market conditions.
Check Record of Improvements against Inspection Notes
The assessor needs to check to ensure existing records are up to date. Upgrades to building
components such as roofing, lighting, and HVAC systems (those components with a shorter
lifespan) often occur. Small additions are also made. The building records need to be updated
to reflect the current state and condition of the property.
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Evaluate Functionality and Utility
Utility reflects the use or usefulness of a property. The amount of utility is a measure of the
benefits likely to be generated in the foreseeable future. Functionality concerns what a
property can do and how efficiently it can perform those tasks. The more efficient and
functional a property is, the greater the benefits that can be generated, the higher the utility,
and the higher the value. The assessor needs to have a clear understanding of both the
functionality and the utility of the automotive parts manufacturing plant to enable an
accurate valuation to be prepared. Due to the specialized nature of the automotive parts
manufacturing operation, the assessor will need to discuss both functionality and utility with
the owner or operator of the plant.
Functionality
Evaluating the functionality and utility of a property requires points of comparison. Some
points are general in nature; for example, an automotive parts manufacturing plant with a lot
of excess space tends not to be as efficient in terms of operating costs when compared to a
plant of a more appropriate size. Some points are specific to current operations; for example,
a disjointed production flow. In both instances, the assessor has to understand the most
appropriate replacements for the existing improvements and whether existing functionality
and utility conditions affect the value of the property in comparison to a more efficient
automotive parts manufacturing plant.
Establishing how well a property fulfills its desired functions requires knowledge of both the
property and the processes being carried out there. An inspection may provide visual clues
about how well the property works. The assessor should take note of any unused areas,
excess or insufficient space or heights, or any process that seems inefficient, disjointed or out
of place. Such occurrences may indicate the presence of functional obsolescence. However, a
more complete determination of functionality and utility requires input from the operator of
the property.
Functionality Questions
There are a number of questions that may help to build up a picture of the functionality of an
automotive parts manufacturing plant; these include:


Are there any areas where the building layout or design makes the process difficult or
inefficient?



Are there any unused areas?
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Are there excess heights?



Is the clear height sufficient?



Is access to the site adequate?



Is the site large enough/laid out for current operations?



Is the process disjointed?



Are the property services adequate?



How well do the building services work?



Are the improvements in good condition?



Has the intended use of any of the improvements changed?



Is the property working one, two or three shifts?



How easy would it be to adapt the process to incorporate recent technological
developments? (i.e., how flexible is the layout?)



What is the cost of production compared to a modern, efficient automotive parts
manufacturing plant?



What components of the plant meet modern standards?

This Methodology Guide is concerned with the valuation of automotive parts manufacturing
plants; the primary concern therefore is to assess how well the property meets the needs of
an automotive parts manufacturing operation. However, if the property could be used for
other similar purposes, possibly a different type of automotive parts manufacturing,
consideration will need to be given to evaluating the functionality and utility of the property
in relation to other possible uses.
Evaluate Property Utility
Utility is the ability of a property to satisfy a particular want, need or desire.
Functional utility is represented by the ability of a property or building to be useful and to
perform the function for which it is intended, according to current market needs and
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standards; in other words, the efficiency of a building in terms of architectural style, design
and layout.
Utility in the valuation process is addressed in the highest and best use analysis through
consideration of the use of the property that produces the most profitable return.
Highest and Best Use
Determining the highest and best use is fundamental to establishing the current value of a
property. It requires that the value determined be the highest amount that could be obtained
for the reasonable use of that property under the current zoning environment. The market
value of a property is predicated on a determination of highest and best use as defined below:
“The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property that is
physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in the
highest value.”
[The Appraisal of Real Estate, Third Canadian Edition, page 12.1.]
This definition is further qualified as follows:


Legal uses are those that qualify under existing government regulations – especially
zoning by-laws.



Uses that are physically possible on the subject site are uses that could be
accommodated within the site configuration, location, size, or soil conditions.



Appropriately supported uses restrict the potential options to uses that would be
reasonably and probably considered by the market.



Financial feasibility means the need for probable economic success of a potential
use.



The highest and best use must be the most profitable use for the entire property
collectively – land, buildings, and other improvements.

The process of establishing highest and best use considers each of these points; eliminating
uses that do not qualify under the various criteria and evaluating the feasibility and value of
uses that meet the criteria.
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A review of the state and condition of the improvements, the functionality of the property,
and the expected utility allows for a more informed judgment on the highest and best use of
the property.
In general, it is assumed that the highest and best use of an automotive parts manufacturing
plant is likely to be the existing use. However, the question of highest and best use should still
be examined to confirm this assumption.
When considering an alternative highest and best use, it is important to remember the
principle of consistent use; this means the existing improvements have to be valued according
to how well they may serve that alternative use.
For the purposes of this Methodology Guide, it is assumed that the highest and best use of the
property to be valued is as an automotive parts manufacturing plant.
2. Determination of Cost New
The application of the cost approach to determine the current or market value of a property is
based on the concept that it is possible to establish what it would cost a notional purchaser to
replace the property with another of equal utility. When a property is new, or has very little
life remaining, it is relatively easy to rationalize the amount such a purchaser would pay. It is
the value during the period in between those two extremes that present challenges; this is
where the task of ascertaining replacement costs, and identifying and quantifying
depreciation, is necessary to enable the determination of current value.
The cost approach derives a value by estimating the cost to replace the functionality and
utility of a property. As a reminder, in broad terms, this requires six steps:
1. Determine the functionality and utility of the property (what the property can do
and how well it does it).
2. Establish the costs as new to construct the improvements that can complete
these functions.
3. Identify all forms of depreciation.
4. Quantify all forms of depreciation (the difference between the cost as new and
the market value of the improvements, i.e., the amount the improvements would
sell for as of the valuation date).
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5. Add the market (i.e., current) value of the land to the depreciated value of the
improvements.
6. Validate the results of the above process.
Given the means to establish the cost new, i.e., using MP!’s costing system (ACS), the cost
approach can be applied to value automotive parts manufacturing plants. This Methodology
Guide is designed to assist the assessor to navigate through the valuation process and
produce an accurate estimate of current value utilizing the recognized cost approach
methodology.
Reproduction Cost New
Having assembled all the data needed to complete the cost analysis, including an inspection of
the property, the next step is to derive a reproduction cost new.
Reproduction cost is defined by the Appraisal Institute as follows:
“The estimated cost to construct, as of the effective appraisal date, an exact duplicate
or replica of the building being appraised, insofar as possible, using the same materials,
construction standards, design, layout, and quality of workmanship, and embodying all
the deficiencies, super-adequacies, and obsolescence of the subject improvements.”
[The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th edition, page 569]
The assessor should be aware that it is sometimes advocated that the cost approach should
start by using the replacement cost rather than reproduction cost. However, there are risks of
inconsistency and double-counting within the valuation if replacement cost is used as the
starting point. It should always be remembered that it is the actual automotive parts
manufacturing plant which has to be valued, not a different property. That is why it is
important to start the valuation processing by ascertaining the reproduction cost new of the
actual plant.
Replacement cost is defined by the Appraisal Institute as follows:
“The estimated cost to construct, as of the effective appraisal date, a substitute for the
building being appraised using contemporary materials, standards, design, and
layout.”
[The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th edition, page 570]
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In general, the assessor should start the cost analysis with reproduction cost new, although
the use of replacement cost may be used at a later point in the valuation when considering
the impact of depreciation.
Developing Cost New
After collecting the data, the assessor should evaluate the existing improvements and select
the components from the information found in the ACS system that best reflects the existing
materials and construction styles according to the quality and functionality of those
improvements. Adjustments for replacement materials are discussed below.
Cost estimates of other structures and improvements such as yard improvements, fences,
paving, lighting, etc. are then added.
Once the cost parameters are entered, the ACS system will provide a summary of
reproduction cost new for the automotive parts manufacturing plant. It is then a matter of
determining any adjustments to reflect depreciation.
The !S system produces cost estimates that reflect a “whole building,” i.e., foundations,
floor structure, frame and span, exterior base walls and additives, roof finishes, interior
finishes, building services (including electrical, plumbing, HVAC, fire protection, etc.) and other
built-ins.
The assessor should be aware that ACS component costs include labour, material and
equipment prevailing at the relevant valuation date; costs also reflect geographical variations
within Ontario.
An example of the output from the ACS system is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

3. Identification of Depreciation
Depreciation has been defined as:
"The loss in utility and hence value from any cause."
[Basics of Real Estate Appraising, Appraisal Institute of Canada, 1991, page 284]
Depreciation is the difference between costs new and the market value of the property
improvements. There are three classes of depreciation to consider:
1. Physical Depreciation
2. Functional Obsolescence
3. External Obsolescence
Both physical and functional depreciation can be sub-divided into two types:
1. Curable (where it is cost-effective to fix).
2. Incurable (where it is not cost-effective, or impossible, to fix).
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All elements of depreciation affect the value of a property.
Physical depreciation - deterioration due to age - is a relatively simple and straightforward
concept and is therefore widely understood, but functional and external obsolescence are
more complex. Various definitions of functional and external obsolescence exist, but the
following are used by the Appraisal Institute:
“Functional obsolescence is caused by a flaw in the structure, materials, or design of
an improvement when the improvement is compared with the highest and best use and
the most cost-effective functional design requirements at the time of the appraisal. A
building that was functionally adequate at the time of construction can become
inadequate or less appealing as design standards, mechanical systems, and
construction materials evolve.
Functional obsolescence is attributable to defects within the property lines, in contrast
to external obsolescence, which involves conditions outside the property lines and
therefore outside the control of the owner and occupants. Functional obsolescence,
which may be curable or incurable, can be caused by a deficiency - that is, some aspect
of the subject property is below standard in respect to market norms. It can also be
caused by a super-adequacy - that is, some aspect of the subject property exceeds
market norms.”
[The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th edition, page 623]
“External obsolescence is a loss in value caused by negative externalities, i.e., factors
outside a property. It is almost always incurable. External obsolescence can be
temporary or permanent. For example, value loss due to an oversupplied market may
be regained when the excess supply is absorbed and the market works its way back to
equilibrium. In contrast, the value loss due to proximity to an environmental disaster
may be permanent.
In the aftermath of the financial crisis of 2008, external obsolescence in oversupplied
real estate markets was significant, but those losses in value were not expected to be
permanent in areas where the economic base was sufficiently diverse to eventually
recover. External obsolescence is sometimes called economic obsolescence because
economic factors outside the control of property owners, like mortgage interest rates
and changing employment levels, can have large effects on the value of real estate.
External obsolescence usually has a market-wide effect and influences a whole class of
properties, rather than just a single property. However, external obsolescence may
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affect only one property when its cause is location, e.g., proximity to negative
environmental factors or the absence of zoning and land use controls. In fact, the
causes of external obsolescence can be broadly characterized as either market
obsolescence or locational obsolescence. Most properties experience market
obsolescence from time to time as a result of the natural expansion and contraction of
the real estate market. In contrast, locational obsolescence is caused by proximity to
some detrimental influence on value such as heavy traffic, a landfill, or other
undesirable land use outside the property being appraised. For both market and
locational obsolescence, the value-influencing factor is outside the property and
outside the control of the property owner and occupant.”
[The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th edition, pages 632-633]
Depreciation can be quantified in a number of ways (see step 4 below), but in order to help
with the quantification process, it is first important to identify all the forms of depreciation
that are present at the automotive parts manufacturing plant.
Identifying Depreciation due to Age
All properties suffer physical decline as they age. The amount of depreciation applied depends
on three factors:
1. The expected life assigned to the building or structure.
2. The quality of the construction.
3. Whether any variance to the effective age has been identified by the assessor.
Improvements - Life Expectancies
The life of an improvement can be characterized in three different ways:
1. Economic life – the period where the utility of the improvement is positive, i.e., it
contributes to the value of the operation. An improvement can have more than one
economic life under different uses.
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2. Useful life – the period of time over which the components of the improvement may
reasonably be expected to perform the functions for which they are designed 1.
3. Physical life – the period until an improvement deteriorates to the point where it
becomes unusable.
Age-related depreciation is generally applied on the basis of the eﬀective age of a structure 2.
A brand new automotive parts manufacturing plant has very little depreciation (if any),
whereas a plant approaching the end of its economic life is likely to have a signiﬁcant amount
of depreciation.
The ACS system reﬂects physical depreciation from normal wear and tear by reference to
useful life tables. However, where necessary, the assessor can override the age-related useful
life table by using an eﬀective age input. It should be noted that overriding the ACS agerelated table can lead to diﬃculties and inconsistencies within the valuation, so it should be
done with caution and only where it is clearly warranted.
Quality of Construction
There are typical life expectancies for all types of industrial improvements depending on their
construction and use. For example, typical metal frame construction tends to have a 50 year
life expectancy. In general, the more robust the improvements, the longer the life expectancy.
Most buildings found at an automotive parts manufacturing plant would be assigned a typical
expected useful life based on construction styles. However, there may be some more
intensive or specialized uses at a particular plant that tend to shorten the life of a property
due to greater physical wear and tear.
Variances in Effective Age
If additional depreciation is required to adequately capture the diﬀerence in value between
cost new and current value, it can be accomplished by adjusting the eﬀective age or adjusting

1
2

The Appraisal of Real Estate – Third Canadian Edition, Sauder School of Business. p. 19.6
Effective age should relate to the state and condition of the improvements taking into account when the

improvements were built and their remaining economic life; however, the average actual build date of the
improvements (weighted by size or costs new) is often used as a proxy for effective age.
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the expected useful life. However, the assessor should note the concerns about making such
adjustments stated previously.
A determination of effective age is completed by evaluation of the physical state and
condition of the improvements. If the condition of the improvements is typical for the age of
the structure, then no adjustments are required. If the improvements are worse than typical,
then an age variance can be applied (assigning an older effective age increases the
depreciation). If the improvements have recently been upgraded or renovated, then the
effective age can be raised; this lowers the amount of age-related depreciation applied by the
ACS cost system.
Evaluating Physical State and Condition
During the inspection, items that were in poor repair should have been noted. Items in poor
repair should be addressed as follows:


Does the item requiring repair or replacement change the remaining useful life of the
property or that part of the property that is affected? The assessor should attempt to
determine from the owner or operations personnel if there are any excess operating
costs associated with the condition.



If repair or replacement is required in the immediate future, the assessor should
request any information or studies completed on the estimated costs.



If the condition of the improvement changes the effective age of the component, the
physical depreciation of that component should be adjusted to reflect its change in
value.



If the repair or replacement is a matter of deferred maintenance, the assessor should
determine if the condition changes the amount that a purchaser would pay for the
property.

The assessor should make a note of the improvements/items requiring additional
consideration.
If the improvement is in poor condition, has suffered from unusual environmental conditions
(for example, flooding), or has been poorly maintained, then the effective age should be
adjusted to indicate an older building; this will result in higher rates of depreciation.
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Deferred Maintenance and Cost to Cure
In addition to general depreciation due to age, there may be specific elements in the
automotive parts manufacturing plant that require more detailed analysis: for example, the
property, or part of it, may be in need of a new roof in order to continue operations.
Deferred maintenance occurs when the property has not been properly maintained and the
item (e.g., a leaky roof) suffers from premature loss in value. Cost to cure issues arise when, in
the normal life of the property, a particular item (e.g., the roof) has to be replaced.
In both instances, i.e., the need to repair or replace, the potential purchaser of the
automotive parts manufacturing plant would be out of pocket by the amount it would cost to
fix the issue. In both instances, after the problem is fixed, the value of the property will
increase. However, until the money is spent on remedial works, the property is affected by
depreciation.
Clearly the typical purchaser would pay more for an automotive parts manufacturing plant
with a fully effective roof than a plant with a leaky one (all other factors being equal). If the
replacement of the building component would be done by a purchaser as of the valuation
date, then any value remaining in the component being replaced should be deducted from the
property value. If the condition exists, but only calls for remedial action over time, then only a
portion of the existing value should be deducted. However, there is typically an additional
element of depreciation involved as well: the difference in the cost of repair versus the cost to
install the building component as if it were being constructed when new.
The amount of this depreciation is often difficult to quantify. Whereas ACS will be able to
provide an estimate of how much it costs to build a roof as new, the cost to fix/rebuild an
existing roof can be more challenging to estimate. For example, assume an automotive parts
manufacturing company does not want (or cannot afford) to stop normal production and, as a
result, the roof work has to be undertaken at night during the time when a third shift would
be in place. In such a case, all construction materials and equipment would have to be put
away before production resumed in the morning. The cost of completing the repair work in
this way would be much higher than building a new roof in a new plant. Typically, the
estimates for such cost to cure projects are not readily available, so an estimate has to be
made.
Despite these limitations on calculating an accurate depreciation amount for cost to cure, it
remains important to identify situations where such depreciation exists and to make some
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form of deduction from value. Such adjustments may best be done by increasing the effective
age of the structure to increase the amount of physical deterioration applied.
Table 2 below shows a simple example of the difference between the cost of a roof
component at the time of constructing a new automotive parts manufacturing plant and the
cost to replace one in situ, i.e., the cost to cure to be deducted from the reproduction cost
new.
Table 2
Item

Cost (as part of RCN – ACS)

Cost to Cure (separate cost)

Roof

$150,000

$200,000

Ancillary works

$25,000

$50,000

Total

$175,000

$250,000

Curable physical
deterioration

$250,000

Table 3 shows a more detailed example of excess costs and their impact on value.
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Table 3
Obsolescence

Annual Excess
Costs

Costs of
Correction

Capitalization
of Costs @

Affect on
Value

6.4176
1. Heating

$1,128,518

$3,954,100

$7,242,377

$3,954,100

2. Security

$500,698

n/a

$3,213,279

$3,213,279

3. Clear Heights

$1,126,100

n/a

$7,226,859

$7,226,859

4. Material Flow

$1,274,000

n/a

$8,176,022

$8,176,022

5. Roof Conditions

n/a

$809,905

$809,905

6. Paving Conditions

n/a

$662,101

$662,101

$4,029,316

$5,426,106

$24,042,267

Totals

Note: Assumes a discount rate of 10% and a life expectancy of 10 years.

Functional Obsolescence
The two main questions in relation to functional obsolescence that need to be considered by
the assessor are:
1. Identification - does it exist and, if so, what type of functional obsolescence is it?
2. Quantification - what method should be used and how should it be applied?
Identifying Functional Obsolescence
The existence of functional obsolescence can often be identified by addressing several
questions:
1. Are there excess operating costs inherent in the operation of the existing
improvements?
2. Are there any inefficiencies in the improvements - excess space, excess height, or
disjointed layout/construction?
3. Could the existing improvement be replaced with a more modern, efficient
substitute, and, if so, what would the modern replacement building consist of?
4. How would a potential vendor or purchaser view this property?
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These questions should be discussed with the automotive parts manufacturing plant operations
or facility manager. The assessor should attempt to get a sense of the seriousness of the
problems encountered (if any) in the operation of the property. It is also necessary to
determine whether these problems relate to the real estate alone or a combination of real
estate, machinery and equipment and/or other business factors.
An automotive parts manufacturing plant that is inefficient or costs more to produce an item
than its modern counterpart may be suffering from functional obsolescence and may have
lost some value. One way to measure this impact is to establish the amount of the excess
operating cost and convert it into a present value. For example, an older, inefficient HVAC
system in a particular building may cost $25,000 more per year to operate than a more
modern system.
It is sometimes difficult for the assessor alone to make such a determination. Assistance is
often required from the automotive parts manufacturing plant owner or operator. Typical
examples of excess operating costs include:


Excess costs of heating or other services.



Excess costs of internal goods movement due to inefficient layout.



Excess maintenance costs.



Costs of carrying excess space.

By addressing these and similar questions, it becomes possible to identify the presence of
functional obsolescence. Methods of quantifying this obsolescence are discussed in the next
section of this Methodology Guide.
External Obsolescence
As with functional obsolescence, the two main questions in relation to external obsolescence
that need to be considered by the assessor are:
1. Identification - does it exist and, if so, what has given rise to the external
obsolescence?
2. Quantification - what method should be used and how should it be applied?
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Identifying External Obsolescence
There are a number of factors that may produce external obsolescence including:
1. A change in market demand for the products or services. In such cases the automotive
parts manufacturing operation may have lost some ability to generate revenue and
therefore the value of the plant may have gone down. For example, the supply of lowprice components from overseas has increased and/or the demand for trucks has
dropped, causing an over-capacity situation in the industry.
2. A change in the attractiveness of the location. Commonly referred to as locational
obsolescence, this decline in value is caused by a variety of factors that change the
attractiveness, and therefore value, of a location. For example, the closure of an
existing highway may adversely affect the value of properties in a particular locality.
3. A change in government restrictions or regulations. For example, a new regulation that
means additional environmental remediation measures have to be taken may result in
a requirement to spend money and a corresponding reduction in value.
4. Physical site restrictions. The demand for a service may be such that expansion is
desired. However, due to zoning or physical restrictions, this may not be possible on
the existing site. Anything from the unfulfilled need for more parking spaces to a
desired building expansion may cause this form of external depreciation.
5. A decline in general economic conditions. A recession can cause a drastic and longterm fall in the demand for an automotive parts manufacturing product. This may
result in creating oversupply situations for automotive parts manufacturing operations
and a corresponding drop in demand and value for the properties used for producing
automotive parts.
6. Changes in the availability of services. Municipal restrictions on waste disposal, the
closing of a rail spur line, and other similar changes in services can cause a decline in
value due to this type of external obsolescence factor.
In the case of more specialized properties such as automotive parts manufacturing plants, it
may be necessary to undertake a review of information obtained from the property owner
and the industry which will help to:
•

Determine past, current and expected production levels.
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•

Establish capacity utilization.

•

Research the industry, establish the profitability of the industry.

More detailed factors to consider in this connection are shown in Part 2 of this Methodology
Guide. Many of these factors will be included in MP!’s Market Valuation Report which forms
part of the Level 2 Disclosure.
If it is necessary to seek this type of information, assistance from the property owner or
operations manager is helpful. Other resources include:
•

trade publications

•

Statistics Canada data

•

industry studies

•

reports on similar properties

The objective is to determine whether the cost analysis should incorporate an external
obsolescence allowance and/or whether a replacement cost based on a modern facility is
warranted.
It follows that, in order to identify the presence of external obsolescence, the assessor needs
to study:


changes in product demand



changes in the financial performance of companies in the industry



changes in competition – locational factors

It is also important to gain some understanding of the reason for these changes, (e.g., general
economic recession; development of a more efficient manufacturing process elsewhere; etc.)
in order to understand the nature (extent and longevity) of the obsolescence condition.
The automotive parts manufacturing industry is particularly susceptible to changes in
consumer tastes which may have an impact on the value of these plants, particularly if they
are not flexible enough to be able to change their operations to match changes in demand for
their products.
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To establish external obsolescence, the assessor has to be satisfied that the causes for any
reductions in revenue and profits stem from factors outside the control of the property owner
or operator, e.g., general economic recession, or increased competition. Poor business
performance does not always imply obsolescence. There are a number of reasons why
particular companies may experience reduced revenue and/or profit apart from the impact of
external factors.
4. Quantifying Depreciation
Depreciation in total is the reduction in value of the existing improvements in comparison
with costs new. There are various aspects of depreciation:
“Loss in value of an object, relative to its replacement cost, reproduction cost, or
original cost, whatever the cause of the loss in value. Depreciation is sometimes
subdivided into three types: physical deterioration (wear and tear), functional
obsolescence (sub-optimal design in light of current technologies or tastes), and
economic obsolescence (poor location or radically diminished demand for the
product).”
[Property Appraisal and Assessment Administration, IAAO, 1990, page 641]
There are a number of ways to quantify depreciation including:
1. Market extraction - determining the typical global amount of depreciation from costs
new based on the evidence of properties that have sold.
2. Age-life approach - where total depreciation is estimated (usually on a straight line
basis) by determining the current life of the property as a ratio of the expected total
economic life.
Both these methods are based on the demonstrated sales values of similar properties.
Knowing how long a property is expected to last (economic life), and its value at the end and
other points of that life, enables the prediction of value from cost new to a point in its life.
These two methods are reasonably simplistic in approach and work well with groups of
properties that have common characteristics under typical conditions. They rely on the
appropriate sales and life data being available. Examples of how they may be applied are
shown in step 6 where they are used for checking the quantum of depreciation deducted
rather than as a method of calculating the amount to be deducted.
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As already indicated, there are very few, if any, sales of large automotive parts manufacturing
plants that might allow either of the above approaches to be used. For that reason, a different
approach - the breakdown approach - should be used (see below).
Breakdown Approach
The breakdown approach involves each component of depreciation being identified and
quantified separately. The breakdown approach is the most comprehensive and detailed way
to measure depreciation as it segregates total depreciation into the three individual parts, i.e.,
physical deterioration, functional obsolescence and economic obsolescence. It is also
cumulative with each step building on the results of the previous step until all forms of
depreciation have been considered. In this way the assessor can gain a better understanding
of the impact of all forms of depreciation on the automotive parts manufacturing plant that is
being valued.
The steps in the breakdown approach are as follows:
1. Estimate Replacement Cost New - adjust reproduction cost new for excess capital
costs, over-building and excess space; this produces replacement cost new.
2. Estimate Physical Deterioration - apply depreciation rates from ACS then, if
appropriate, calculate the effects of any deferred maintenance and costs to cure to
further revise the replacement cost new.
3. Estimate Functional Obsolescence - calculate and apply functional obsolescence.
4. Estimate External Obsolescence - estimate and apply external obsolescence.
5. Determine the Depreciated Value - of buildings and other improvements.
As already indicated, the breakdown approach has the advantage of being able to look at, and
quantify, the impact of each aspect of depreciation affecting the property. This allows for the
quantification of depreciation in abnormal or non-typical situations.
Quantifying the various components of depreciation in the breakdown approach is explained
below.
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Replacement Cost Analysis
Replacing Construction Materials during Cost New Analysis
There are a number of techniques and materials that can be used to construct the type of large
industrial buildings used in automotive parts manufacturing plants. There may be a functional
reason why one material was chosen over another for the existing property. For example, the
use of thicker than normal reinforced concrete floors in production areas that contain large,
heavy items of machinery. Although less expensive materials could be used in a general
replacement building, they would not meet the specification for automotive parts
manufacturing plants; therefore the more expensive building material is used for a reason and
would not be replaced by a less expensive option.
On the other hand, some properties may be over-built and would not be rebuilt as they stand.
For example, an automotive parts manufacturing plant may have once required extensive
storage facilities on-site. ! move to “just in time” operations may have rendered such storage
facilities no longer necessary and therefore they may not add value to the property.
It should be noted that, although replacing existing construction materials might be
considered in connection with replacement cost new, this approach should not be taken at
the earlier stage of the valuation when considering reproduction cost new.
The following is a list of some of the issues that should be considered by the assessor when
evaluating construction materials, techniques and costs.
Layout of Buildings
An automotive parts manufacturing operation that has evolved and expanded over time may
have a tendency to have disjointed production flows. Evaluating the functionality of such a
plant may involve recognizing any inefficiencies caused by the layout of the existing buildings.
The assessor should consult the owner or operator of the automotive parts manufacturing
plant to obtain reliable information about this issue.
Used and Unused Areas
During the property inspection, the assessor should have been able to identify any areas of
buildings that are not being used. The assessor should have queried the reason why the space
is unused with the owner or operator of the automotive parts manufacturing plant and
reached a conclusion whether or not the lack of use is likely to be permanent.
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A reproduction cost new determines the cost to replicate the existing improvements with a
new automotive parts manufacturing plant of similar functionality.
The “model replacement” plant approach may be used in situations where the existing
improvements are significantly over-built in relation to current needs.
The “model replacement” or "green field" approach starts by replicating all the functions and
utility present in the existing property, while taking advantage of the advances and
technological changes in the field to produce a fully functioning, modern, efficient automotive
parts manufacturing facility.
The analysis should be considered on the basis of a realistic evaluation of the requirements
and capabilities of the existing property, and what would be required to replace it. Constraints
such as current location, site size and zoning by-laws should be taken into consideration.
If completed properly, the difference between the cost new of this modern facility and the cost
new of the existing property represents the excess capital costs or functional obsolescence due
to the overbuilt nature of the existing property.
By comparing the subject property to a modern facility, it becomes possible to identify and
evaluate the following aspects of the existing property:


functionality



excess operating costs



excess construction costs

A replacement model approach takes a significant amount of design expertise to provide
realistic detail about the improvements sufficient to enable the completion of a cost analysis
and to ensure that all the necessary functionality is present.
The assessor should take into account the views of the owner or operator of the automotive
parts manufacturing plant when considering whether or not the existing facility would be
replaced by a significantly different design and, if so, where information about that type of
facility (and the cost to build it) may be found.
Replacement of Building Components
In addition to the overall replacement concept, there will be situations when only part of the
property would be replaced. Under this approach, it is possible to go through the automotive
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of each element. In this instance, the deduction for depreciation due to super-adequacies
would be the summation of the individual calculations.
For example, an automotive parts manufacturing plant may have a warehouse that is only
50% used because the operation now uses “just in time” supplies so no longer needs as much
storage space as it had when originally constructed. In such instances, the analysis of cost new
would be the same as normal apart from the deletion of the old warehouse section and the
addition of a warehouse that is 50% smaller (assuming that the “surplus” space in the existing
property is permanent and there is no alternative use for it).
Quantifying Depreciation Due to Age and Condition
As already indicated, the ACS system has built-in tables that account for the typical amount of
depreciation due to age. Under typical conditions, each building component (office area,
receiving area, processing area, storage area, etc.,) is assigned a depreciation rate (% Good)
according to the effective build date and the life expectancy.
The assessor should refer to the ACS example (Table 1) to see how the depreciation rate
(% Good) is used.
Quantifying Functional Obsolescence
In broad terms, the quantification of incurable physical deterioration and incurable functional
obsolescence can be found by deducting replacement cost new from reproduction cost new.
However, it is helpful to consider the issues in more detail as set out below.
There are different methods used to quantify the various aspects of obsolescence. Difficulties
in quantifying obsolescence arise where there is no established market place which can be used
to form comparative judgments either in terms of income potential, market sales values or
efficiency benchmarks. In these situations, the losses in value due to obsolescence can
generally be identified, but the estimation of the extent of the impact on value is sometimes
more difficult.
Another way to consider physical depreciation and functional obsolescence is to examine the
excess operating costs that might be incurred from operating a sub-optimal automotive parts
manufacturing plant.
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Capitalization of Excess Operating Costs Analysis
A prudent purchaser will take into account all cash outlays (expenses) when considering the
price of a property. If the property creates inefficiencies or increased production costs due to
its layout or building services, then the purchaser will factor these costs into a purchase
decision.
Excess operating costs are those costs that arise as a result of the inefficiencies inherent in the
real estate used by the existing automotive parts manufacturing operation in comparison to a
more efficient operation. They negatively impact the value and can be measured by
capitalizing the amount of excess costs. Excess operating costs will affect value even after the
replacement model approach is considered.
For example, an office building at an automotive parts manufacturing plant may have an old
HVAC system that results in an additional $25,000 per annum to the operating cost in
comparison with a more efficient, modern system. This extra cost makes the subject property
less attractive and therefore less valuable than an office building with an efficient system. This
additional annual cost can be capitalized and the capital sum deducted as part of the
functional obsolescence calculation.
There is a risk of confusion when using replacement costs and it is important that the
valuation approach is consistent. If a modern replacement automotive parts manufacturing
plant is being considered for the purposes of calculating the amount of depreciation impacting
the existing plant, the replacement office building will be assumed to have a modern HVAC
system. However, that does not alter the fact that the existing office building at the
automotive parts manufacturing plant being valued has a less efficient HVAC system and the
excess operating costs associated with the HVAC system at the existing plant will still
therefore need to be deducted.
What Constitutes Excess Operating Costs?
Any excess operating costs or inefficiencies attributable to the real estate (improvements or
site) should be considered as a form of depreciation. Costs that relate to the business (labour,
management, machinery, etc.), while they may have long-term impacts on the economic
viability of the property, should not be considered as part of functional obsolescence in the
property valuation process.
Typically, the following factors give rise to excess operating costs:


Inefficient heating, air conditioning and/or ventilation systems.
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Poor property design or layout causing excess materials handling costs, including extra
costs for personnel and equipment.



Poor property design and/or excess space causing extra maintenance and other
operating costs.

Capitalizing Excess Operating Costs
To complete the analysis of the impact of excess operating costs requires knowledge of three
elements:
1. The remaining economic life of the property, i.e., how long these excess costs are
going to continue to be incurred.
2. An appropriate capitalization rate (generally the cost of funds for that industry).
3. The effective corporate tax rate and whether the property is expected to make
profits.
The remaining economic life of the property impacts on how long these excess operating costs
are expected to last. The capitalization rate converts the annual cost into a present value and
the annual costs are reduced by the effective tax rate because these extra costs reduce profit
and, as a result, the company will pay less tax.
There are several ways to rationalize a capitalization rate. Some inference can be drawn from
the capitalization rates found in sales transactions in the market for other types of investment
such as long-term interest rates for various types of financial instruments; however, a more
rational approach is to develop the cost of funds for a typical purchaser (see example below).
Impact of Excess Operating Costs
When studies done during the depreciation identification stage result in confirmation of
excess operating costs, their impact is estimated by capitalizing the future costs into a present
value. For example, an automotive parts manufacturing plant is overbuilt and, as a result, it
has two extra employees to perform maintenance work with a total annual cost of $150,000
per year. The owner of a new automotive parts manufacturing plant does not have this cost.
Noting that the economic life of the automotive parts manufacturing plant is expected to last
another 5 years, and that the current corporate tax rate is 25%, the impact on value of the
excess operating costs at $150,000 per annum may be calculated as shown in Table 4 below:
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Table 4
Element

Annual Cost

Tax
adjustment

Additional
cost relating
to excess
area

$150,000

-25%

Period
(years)
5

Factor at 8%

Functional
obsolescence

3.9927

$449,180

Rounded

$449,200

Note: Rates are for illustrative purposes only.

To explain how the above table works, it has been determined that there are excess operating
costs as a result of additional employees related to the automotive parts manufacturing plant
which amount to $150,000 in extra expenses per annum. What needs to be determined is
what the discount to the overall value this additional expense would have, since the facility
was measured on the cost method and we cannot simply deduct it from an income stream.
If the resulting excess costs are considered to be an income stream, it would be necessary to
determine the after-tax cost to the company for hiring those additional workers. If the pre-tax
expense is $150,000, and the corporate tax rate (which varies by jurisdiction and company
type) is 25%, then the after-tax cost to the company would be (1-.25)*150,000 = $112,500.
This is, effectively, the annual amount which an owner would have to pay to maintain an
older, inefficient facility in comparison with a more modern facility.
It is then necessary to consider what discount a potential purchaser looking to buy the facility
would attribute to this additional expense. A purchaser would effectively reduce the purchase
price by the present value of the future outflows of cash; it can be calculated like an annuity.
In calculating the present value, two items have to be considered along with the cash flow
amount; the life of the asset (how many periods to assume the payment needs to be made
for) and the discount rate. The economic life of the facility/asset has been determined to be 5
years, so it is necessary to expect a purchaser to have to pay out 5 additional expense
payments. The discount rate has been reviewed by analysis of interest rates, bond rates and
sales of similar assets and has been set at 8%.
There are a number of places to find the factor which is used to multiply the cash flow
payment in order to determine the present value. This includes present value tables, excel
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functions and/or scientific calculators. When the present value tables using 5 years and 8%
discount rate is used, a factor of 3.9927 is determined. This factor is multiplied by $112,500 to
find that the present value of 5 years of expected cash outflows would be $449,180
(rounded).
It will be seen from Table 4 that the impact on the current value as a result of excessive
building area and two extra employees at $150,000 (salary and benefits) has been taken to be
$449,200.
As a dollar amount deduction, it becomes important at what point in the process this
functional obsolescence depreciation is applied. When a potential purchaser compares two
properties with similar functionality, one with excess operating costs and one without, the
impact of $449,200 comes after the physical deterioration and replacement issues have been
considered, but before any external obsolescence impacts which are beyond the control of
the property owner, and which may or may not change in the future. Therefore, it is at that
stage in the valuation that an adjustment needs to be made by the assessor for this factor.
Functional Obsolescence when no Excess Cost Information is Available
As is often the case, the detailed cost information needed to calculate the impact of functional
obsolescence may not be readily available. In these situations, the functional obsolescence
should be recognized by the assessor and a judgment made as to the percentage impact it is
likely to have on the purchase price of the property. This type of deduction can be applied as a
percentage deduction on a component by component basis, or by a property-wide deduction.
Quantifying External Obsolescence
“External obsolescence is a loss in value caused by factors outside the property. It is
often incurable. External obsolescence can either be temporary (e.g., an oversupplied
market) or permanent (e.g., proximity to an environmental disaster). External factors
frequently affect both the land and building components of a property’s value. External
obsolescence usually carries a market-wide effect and influences a whole class of
properties, rather than just a single property. External obsolescence may only affect the
subject property when its cause is location - e.g., proximity to negative environmental
factors or the absence of zoning and land use controls.”
[The Appraisal of Real Estate, 12th Edition, Appraisal Institute, page 412]
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The key issues producing external obsolescence are:
1. Significant change in demand for product.
2. Plant not working to capacity.
3. Costs of production no longer competitive.
To understand external obsolescence, the assessor needs to understand why these things
have happened and if they are happening to other producers. It is important to consider
whether the external conditions affecting the property would normally translate into a
physical change in the property (e.g., size, configuration, etc.). Alternatively, if property
changes do not address the issue, what is the loss in value as a result of this type of
obsolescence?
As with the application of the other forms of depreciation, external obsolescence is usually
expressed as a percentage of cost new and deducted from the replacement cost value less
physical and functional obsolescence.
Methods of Quantifying External Obsolescence
Studying changes in factors like capacity usage ratios and gross margins can assist in
quantifying this type of obsolescence, but external obsolescence tends to be industry and
property specific in nature. Establishing market (i.e., current) value is best achieved by the
assessor assuming the role of a potential purchaser, i.e., a “knowledgeable” purchaser. For
properties with a specific highest and best use such as automotive parts manufacturing plants,
this study will involve research into the industry and recent changes in that industry, a view to
the future of that industry, and specific knowledge about the location and other “local”
factors affecting the specific property.
Part 2 of this Methodology Guide contains more detailed information about the factors to
consider in connection with ascertaining whether there is external obsolescence and, if so,
how it may be quantified. It should be noted that MPAC produce Market Valuation Reports for
each reassessment as part of its Level 2 Disclosure process; these reports will assist the
assessor in reaching a conclusion about whether or not an adjustment needs to be made for
external obsolescence and, if so, what the quantum of that adjustment should be.
Where the presence of external obsolescence has been identified, the impact can be
quantified using the following steps:
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1. Complete a detailed study of the industry - in this case, the automotive parts
manufacturing industry - and the economic factors that are affecting it and establish
the degree (or range) of the changes taking place in the industry.
2. With the assistance of the owner or operator, analyze the performance of the
automotive parts manufacturing plant being valued (i.e., units produced, profits or
losses, cost per unit, etc.) and compare it to the industry standards. This can identify
whether there are more issues concerning the subject property (e.g., operating cost
issues, locational issues, etc.) than at other similar automotive parts manufacturing
plants.
The degree of value loss should reflect the magnitude of the changes in the property.
Quantifying external obsolescence in respect of the real estate is sometimes challenging
because the conditions invariably also impact on the business value of the operation.
The three traditional methods of quantifying external obsolescence are:
1. Establish total depreciation using market-extraction or other approaches to value then
use a “residual” approach to determine how much obsolescence remains after
quantification of the other forms of depreciation.
2. By considering stock or other financial measures, determine the magnitude of the loss
for the business due to external obsolescence, then “translate” the finding to apply to
the real estate component.
3. Find comparative value data for similar properties not affected by the obsolescence and
determine the differences in value. This could also be an analysis of “paired sales” data
where a property was sold before and after the obsolescence condition, or paired
income data where lease rates have changed before and after the obsolescence
condition. Where valuation dates are in the past, such “pairing” of data could be forward
or backward looking.
More sophisticated approaches may involve a “utilization analysis,” a “return on capital
analysis,” an “equity to book ratio analysis,” and/or a “gross margin analysis”- however, these
approaches usually require specialist expertise and the assessor may not be expected to
undertake these forms of analysis without expert assistance.
An attempt should be made to use one or more methods to quantify the obsolescence. If,
because of the lack of comparable sales/value data, this is not possible, the assessor should
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make a judgment and attempt to support the rationalization. The important point is that the
presence of external obsolescence, assuming it exists, has been properly identified and that a
reasonable allowance needs to be made for this factor.
The appropriate adjustment for external obsolescence in respect of automotive parts
manufacturing plants, along with an explanation of the rationale for the guidance, will be
contained in the Market Valuation Report prepared by MPAC for the automotive parts
manufacturing industry as part of its Level 2 Disclosure process.
An example of the adjustment that might be made for external obsolescence, and the reasons
for it, is shown in Box 1 below. The figures used are illustrative only and do not relate to any
particular industry.
Box 1

To determine if economic obsolescence is present, the assessor should review the
economic indices or ratios of the subject property and the industry in which it
competes as of the effective date of value.
The review should involve a comparison of the economic indices and ratios as of
the effective date against those realized during a period when the subject
property and the industry in which it competes were performing as intended.
For publicly traded companies, the economic indices and ratios realized in the
past 10 years are readily available for review. The only way to obtain economic
information that is applicable to the subject property is via the owner of the
subject property.
Example

Year

Economic Ratio

2006

24

2007

22

2008

20
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2009

20

2010

23

2011

19

2012

18

2013

15

2014

17

2015

17

The observations from the data contained in the table are as follows:

•

The peak ratio in the past 10 years is 24.

•

The mean ratio of the past 10 years is 19.5.

•

The mean ratio of the best three years is 23.

•

The ratio as of the effective date (i.e., January 1, 2016) is 17.

The assessor must compare the ratio realized as of the effective date (i.e., 17) to
the ratio(s) realized when the industry or subject property was performing as
intended.
If the assessor concludes that the mean ratio of the best three years (i.e., 23)
reflects an era when the industry or subject property was performing as intended
the allotment for economic obsolescence would be:
EO=

3 Year Mean-Ratio as of Effective Date
3 Year Mean

EO=

23-17
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23
EO =

6
23

EO =

0.26 or 26 percent

The assessor should make best efforts to analyze many economic indices and
ratios to obtain multiple indicators of economic obsolescence. Each of the
indicators should be considered by the assessor before reaching a conclusion as
to what the appropriate allotment for economic obsolescence should be.
Judgment
In some instances, obsolescence is easily recognized, but is difficult to quantify. Given a
thorough understanding of the property, the nature and condition of its business, the nature
and condition of the industry, sometimes the only available method of quantifying the
obsolescence is through making a judgment. This judgment should be made with respect to
current competitive standards and/or typical operating conditions for that type of property.
However, the determination of obsolescence should be based on facts and as many
observations from the market as possible.
Once all forms of depreciation have been identified, quantified and deducted from reproduction
cost new, the end result is the current value of the improvements determined through the use of
the cost approach.
Adding in the net values of other improvements such as vehicle parking and the value of the land
(see step 5 below) produces an estimate of value using the cost approach.
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Table 5 provides an example of a typical ACS cost approach valuation summary (including the land
value).
Table 5

5. Value the Land
At this stage of the valuation, the value of the land on which the automotive parts
manufacturing plant has been developed needs to be considered. Land is valued using the
market sales comparison process.
It is recognized that there may be very few sales of land to be used for large automotive parts
manufacturing plants in the immediate locality of the property to be valued. For this reason,
the assessor may need to look across a wider geographical area and/or look for sales of sites
to be used for other large manufacturing plants.
Land Sales Analysis Process
The assessor should collect data on all land sales within the relevant time period in each
region, tabulated by property type and zoning. Sales data collected includes:


property address and legal description



size of the lot



infringements (wetlands, etc.)
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type of services to the site



sales price



date of transfer



instrument number



name and address of vendor and purchaser



interest(s) transferred



financing conditions



zoning information

Sales data should also include improved properties that were bought and subsequently
demolished in favour of a new development.
It is necessary to inspect the properties to determine if the sale was of a vacant parcel. Also,
the nature of any new development on properties that have been re-developed should be
noted.
Land Sales Analysis
More than any other factor, the type and quality of information gathered governs the quality
of the final analysis.
Sales data on properties most similar to the subject property in terms of size, zoning, location
and time of sale will have the most relevance to the valuation of land relating to the subject
property.
Land sales should be verified with the vendor and purchaser to ensure that they are armslength, open market transactions and that the cash equivalent value is discerned. Ideally,
these sales should have taken place as close as possible to the date of valuation. Once
comparable sales data has been obtained, land values should be established on the basis of a
price per unit of site area.

Issues in the Valuation of Land
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Some issues particular to valuation of land may arise as indicated below.
Sales Search Parameters – Location
Location is usually an important factor for automotive parts manufacturing plants and is likely
to reflect needs in terms of sources of supply (e.g., materials, labour, etc.), transport links, and
customer base.
Principle of Consistent Use
The valuation of land is guided by the principle of consistent use, i.e., building values should
be complimentary and in accordance with the underlying premise used to value the land.
Sales Search Parameters
When searching for comparable land sales, the assessor should set up search criteria as
follows:
1. Properties with the same or similar zoning. When reviewing zoning for large industrial
properties such as automotive parts manufacturing plants, the assessor should look to
the uses allowed to ensure comparability.
2. Properties of similar size. If there is an insufficient number of sales for properties of
similar size, the assessor should attempt to cover a range of property sizes - some
larger and some smaller - so that the value of the subject site can be interpolated from
the data.
3. Land within the same locality. The assessor should look first to sales of sites in close
proximity to the subject. It may be necessary to expand the search area if an
insufficient number of sales are found.
4. Time of sale. Land values change over time, but given enough sales, or some paired
sales (i.e., the same property selling more than once), it is possible to determine the
change in land value over time.
Time of Sale and Size of Site
It is generally easier to adjust the sale price of land for time of sale and size of site as opposed
to location and zoning. However, if an industrial operation such as an automotive parts
manufacturing plant requires a site of substantial size, it is probably of greater assistance to
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consider similarly zoned and similarly sized sites located in a larger geographic area, rather
than smaller sites located in the immediate vicinity.
Level of Services
The more services there are to a site, the higher its value, all other factors being equal.
Sometimes, land sales reflect unserviced land prices (e.g., farmland, bush, etc.). It is
challenging to establish the value of a serviced parcel when considering unserviced prices.
However, by combining the cost of servicing (sometimes available from published municipal
studies) with the unserviced price (plus time adjustment, plus developer’s profit), it is possible
to arrive at reasonable land value conclusions.
Land Value - Conclusion
The assessor will need to make judgements about the value of the land which has been
developed for use as an automotive parts manufacturing plant based on whatever sales there
may have been for broadly similar use.
Inevitably, the more specialized the use, the greater care has to be taken in the collection of
data and the valuation of land.
Finalize Current Value
The final stage in this part of the process is to add the value of the land to the depreciated
value of the improvements determined at step 4 to arrive at the overall current value of the
automotive parts manufacturing plant as of the relevant valuation date.
6. Validate the Results
Checking the Results of the Cost Analysis
The final step in the cost approach is to review all the previous steps and ensure that the
approach taken is justifiable, consistent and accurate.
In particular, the results of the breakdown approach to depreciation need to be checked for
two issues:
1. That the value derived relates to the expected value of the property if it were to sell on
the valuation date.
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1. That the depreciation applied does not “double-count” the impact on value and, as a
result, overstate the overall depreciation.
There are a number of steps that can be undertaken to confirm that the estimate of value
completed by the cost approach is a “market” (i.e., current) value.
1. Complete an estimate of value using a market sales comparison approach.
2. Complete an estimate of value using an income approach.
3. Complete an age-life study.
4. Complete a market extraction depreciation study.
5. Where sales and other information is limited, check the value against the available sales
information.
All these approaches require at least some information on real estate transactions (sales, rents,
etc.). In markets such as large automotive parts manufacturing plants, the lack of such
information makes this checking process challenging.
The assessor should look carefully to see if there are any transactions that can be found which
may be of assistance in applying these validations.
The most straightforward forms of depreciation analysis that can be used to check the overall
level of depreciation applied to derive the value of the improvements at automotive parts
manufacturing plants are the “age-life approach” and the “market extraction method.”
Age-Life Approach
This approach seeks to establish the typical remaining value of the property at the end of its
economic life (if any). For example, if a property sold for 5% of its value at the end of its 50 year
economic life, then the total depreciation at the end of its life would be 95% and the
depreciation to be applied to a 10 year old structure would be:
95% x 10 / 50 = 19.0% depreciation
The Appraisal of Real Estate (Third Canadian Edition) suggests that either reproduction costs or
replacement cost could be used with the proviso that the basis for analysis should be internally
consistent throughout the valuation.
The accuracy of the age-life methods rests on four conditions:
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1. That the expected total economic life of the property can be established.
2. That the effective age and the expected remaining life of the property can be
determined.
3. That a “straight-line” depreciation rate best reflects the depreciation occurring at the
property.
4. That some further accommodations be made when the property is suffering from
abnormal conditions.
Several issues arise in the application of the age-life approach:


The calculation of expected life can be completed on the basis of chronological age or
effective age, but not both. Effective age is a more refined measure, but it requires
that the assessor know all the effective ages of the properties studied to create a life
expectancy benchmark.



The simple ratio adopted by the age-life approach describes a straight-line
depreciation curve which is not a very sophisticated application of depreciation.



The age-life method does not do well in predicting depreciation during abnormal
economic times. The prediction of overall depreciation would be the same by using
this method whether there was a recession or not.



The age-life approach does best where properties have very similar functionality and
comparable size, the effective ages are known, and there are no external obsolescence
considerations.

The process requires some adjustment if the conditions are abnormal, or if the property itself
is suffering from abnormal depreciation impacts.
The point of the analysis here is to determine whether the depreciation applied in total as a
result of the breakdown analysis agrees with the factor arising from the age-life analysis. If
there is a large discrepancy, then some further analysis of depreciation should be considered.
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A simple example of how the age-life method may be used is shown below:
Table 6
Line Number

Subject Property Details

Formula

1

Total economic life of
improvements

55 years

2

Effective age of improvements

20 years

3

Age-life ratio

4

Cost new of improvements

5

Depreciation amount

Line 4 x Line 3

$1,944,000

6

Depreciated value of
improvements

Line 4 – Line 5

$3,456,000

Line 2/Line 1

Amounts

36%
$5,400,000

In this example, the depreciated value of the improvements resulting from the application of
the breakdown method applied at step 4 should be compared with the figure of $3,456,000
derived from the age-life approach to see if it is broadly similar. If it is not, the assessor will
need to review the calculation of depreciation to see if it contains any errors.
Market Extraction Method
An alternative approach to the calculation of overall depreciation is the market extraction
method. Like the age-life approach, the method does not differentiate between the various
types of depreciation, but uses available market sales data to establish the difference
between costs new and market value.
The basis of market extraction is a study of the overall depreciation for a property type as set
by the market. Knowing the value of a property as new, and the value and the age of the
property when it sells, provides an indication of the overall depreciation.
The process requires sales of similar properties and establishes the improvement value at sale
by subtracting the land value from the sale price. The difference between the cost new of the
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improvements (either replacement or reproduction) and the sale price is the total amount of
depreciation attributable to improvements. If the sales take place at diﬀerent dates, then the
typical global amount of depreciation per year can be calculated and applied to the subject.
A simple example of how the market extraction analysis works is shown below.
Table 7
Sale 1

Sale 2

Sale 3

Sale price

$1,900,000

$2,370,000

$1,880,000

Less land value

-$1,234,000

-$1,409,000

-$934,000

Market value of
improvements

666,000

961,000

946,000

Cost (new) of
improvements

$1,340,000

$1,658,000

$1,145,000

Total depreciation ($)

$674,000

$697,000

$199,000

Total depreciation
(%)

50.3%

42.0%

17.4%

Age (years)

33

27

12

1.55%

1.45%

Depreciation per year 1.52%

From this study, the market extraction method concludes that the total amount of
depreciation should be 1.51% per year. Given a 10 year old building at an automotive parts
manufacturing plant, the total depreciation calculated from the market extraction method
should be 15.1%.
By combining a number of such sales information for similar properties it becomes possible to
build up a picture of the expected depreciation at a given age.
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As a general approach, the market extraction method suffers the same kind of benchmarking
issues as the age-life approach. With enough sales, it may be possible to develop overall
depreciation curves for various sizes and types of large industrial properties. But the
application works best when comparable sales data of similar properties is available, and the
results can be adjusted according to differences in the properties.
As already indicated, there may not be sufficient evidence of transactions concerning
automotive parts manufacturing plants that will enable the assessor to use this method.
However, whatever evidence is available should be examined carefully to see whether this
type of analysis can be undertaken.
Sales Benchmarks
Another way to check a cost approach result is to find some sales of like properties and
determine if the sales results of these properties show the same kind of results as the cost
analysis on the subject, e.g., a similar $ per square foot results. This is different from a “fullblown” market sales comparison analysis where the sales values are adjusted to produce a
value conclusion for the subject.
This approach may be used where there is limited sales data or where the comparability
between properties requires large adjustments. It is not designed to provide a valuation
answer, but rather provide a point of comparison to allow the assessor to determine whether
the cost approach result for an automotive parts manufacturing plant is in line with the
market evidence for other similar large industrial properties.
Comparison with other automotive parts manufacturing plants
Having completed the valuation and carried out the validation checks outlined above, the
assessor should compare the result with the current values of other automotive parts
manufacturing plants within Ontario.
If the result of the valuation process for the particular automotive parts manufacturing plant
being valued appears to be out of line with the current values of other similar automotive
parts manufacturing plants, the assessor should investigate the differences to see whether
they indicate that an error may have been made at any of the earlier steps in the valuation.
Ideally, the outcome of the validation and comparison checks will show that the current value
of the subject automotive parts manufacturing plant derived from the cost approach is
correct.
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For a simple example of what the completed valua
ay look like, along with a reminder of
process, see Table 8 below.
the key steps in the valua
Table 8
Reproduc on cost new

$1,400,000

Deduct excess capital costs (cost of overbuilt areas)

-$110,000

Replacement cost new

$1,290,000

Deduct cost-to-cure deferred maintenance

$30,000

Sub-total

$1,260,000

Deduct physical deprecia

- 30%

-$378,000

Replacement cost new less deprecia on (RCNLD)

$882,000

Deduct addi onal func onal obsolescence

-$72,000

Sub-total

$810,000

Deduct external obsolescence

- 10%

-$81,000

Depreciated value of improvements

$729,000

Add land value

$486,000

Market value es

ate

$1,215,000
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Appendices

Appendix A - List of Properties Covered by this Methodology Guide

Company Name

Location Address 1

General Motors of Canada Ltd

570 Glendale Ave

2629-010-011-20800

2,376,084

General Motors of Canada Ltd

285 Ontario St

2629-040-030-05600

664,693

General Motors of Canada Ltd

282 Ontario St

2629-040-032-00100

642,386

GoodyearCanadalnc

388 Goodyear Rd

1124-010-010-01200

807A89

GoodyearCanadalnc

388 Goodyear Rd

1121-070-040-28100

807A89

Accuride Canada Inc

31

3936-040-480-10400

567,359

Ford Motor Company of Canada

3223 Lauzon Pky

3739-070-660-03500

2,040,644

3421-020-180-24000

1,201,843

3006-150-015-01310

613,174

2629-020-022-00200

277,953

4324-050-001-39800

420,979

Firestone Blvd

Formet Industries

1 Cosma Crt

AGS Automotive Systems Inc.

560 Conestoga

TRW Automotive Ltd.

230

F & P Mfg., Inc.

1 Nolan Rd

Blvd

Louth St

Roll Number

Total Floor Area

AGS Automotive Systems Inc.

901

Simcoe St S

1813-050-015-01100

375A71

Ford Motor Company of Canada

3150 Wyandotte St E

3739-010-070-12900

130,779

333 Market Dr

2409-050-002-45110

972,160

2308-040-017-90725

538,277

Cosma International
Polycon Industries

65 Independence

PI

Presstran Industries

170

3421-020-180-19600

370A35

Ford Motor Company of Canada

2950

Metcalfe St

3739-010-070-13200

980,856

Nemak of Canada Corporation

4600

G N Booth Dr

3739-080-840-32403

519,349

Meridian Lightweight Tech

155 High St E

3916-000-070-10301

173,172

Edward St

Chrysler Canada Ltd

15 Browns

1919-012-090-00100

297A79

ArcelorMittal -Woodstock

193 Givins St

3242-010-110-03600

621,121

Yachiyo of Ontario Mfg. Inc.

120

Mapleview Dr W

4342-040-018-08510

272A67

ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc

730

Fountain St N

3006-140-022-04601

446,847
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Tenneco Canada Inc.
Ford Motor Company of Canada
Modatek Systems - Div. of
Simcoe Parts
Magna International
Magna International
Pilkington Glass of Canada
MPT Precision Technologies
Linamar Corporation
Natl Auto Radiator Mfg Co. Ltd
Lear Corporation
Stackpole International
Umicore Autocat Canada Corp.
Innovative Cooling Dynamics
KTH Shelburne Manufacturing
AGS Automotive Systems Inc.
Johnson Controls Canada LP
Summit Ltd
MSSC Canada Inc.
STT Technologies Inc.
Tenneco Canada Inc.
Veltri Canada Howard
Magna International
Vehcom Manufacturing
Syncreon Automotive Inc.
Martinrea Fabco Metallic Canada Inc
Orlick Industries Limited
Kelsey-Hayes Canada
Corvex Mfg.
ABC Group Product Development

500 Conestoga Blvd
1000 Henry Ford Centre Dr
400 Chisholm Dr
6795 Industrial Pky
401 Caldari Rd
7655 Bramalea Rd
10001 Highway 26
1755 Argentia Rd
148 Arrow Rd
2575 Airport Rd
530 Manitou Dr
2400 Royal Windsor Dr
4261 Mainway
6400 Ordan Dr
300 2nd Line
675 Progress Ave
100 Townline Rd
200 Vandorf Sideroad
201 Park Ave E
600 Tesma Way
1800 17th St E
1425 Howard Ave
210 Citation Dr
74 Campbell Rd
999 Boundary Rd
850 Division Rd
411 Parkdale Ave N
155 Beards Lane
12 Independence Pl
B-303 Orenda Rd
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3006-150-015-01305
3739-010-070-13100
2409-050-002-22300
4324-040-005-14100
1928-000-232-67503
2110-150-115-18150
4331-030-003-07400
2105-040-097-24810
2308-040-016-14955
3739-070-270-10600
3012-040-022-01000
2105-020-025-11400
2402-090-903-60610
2105-050-116-33400
2221-000-001-25000
1901-052-810-04000
3204-020-020-49500
1946-000-097-21100
3650-420-006-17400
1928-000-230-42003
4259-010-006-22902
3739-030-330-05900
1928-000-210-02100
2308-040-016-15600
1813-050-024-08900
3739-070-170-00800
2518-050-385-06810
3242-050-050-06300
2308-040-017-03800
2110-090-023-05900

74

634,417
1,250,437
581,683
688,821
204,644
252,215
484,366
253,949
603,583
214,998
349,499
299,961
182,564
359,770
375,449
280,752
182,162
316,420
211,059
390,101
299,202
258,696
249,929
203,176
315,429
241,880
213,919
273,769
323,164
304,375

IMT Corporation
Inmet
TRW Automotive Ltd.
Vuteq Canada Inc.
Matcor Automotive Inc.
Central Stampings Ltd.
Jefferson Elora Corporation
Ventra Plastics Peterborough
Autoneum Canada Ltd.
Mytox
Cosma International - Corp.
LPP Manufacturing Inc.
Autocom Manufacturing
Integram-Windsor Seating
PWO Canada Inc.
Wescast Industries
Magna International
DYNA-MIG
TS Tech Canada Inc.
Orlick Industries Limited
Lear Corporation-Whitby Plant
Magna International
ABC Climate Control
Roctel Manufacturing
Brose Canada Inc.
Showa Canada Inc.
Magna International
Halla Visteon Climate Control
Magna International
Magna International

347 King St W
35 West Wilmot St
235 Louth St
920 Keyes Dr
1620 Steeles Ave E
2525 Central Ave
60 1st Line
775 Technology Dr
1451 Bell Mill Sideroad
251 Aviva Park Dr
2550 Steeles Ave E
347 Silvercreek Pky N
375 Massey Rd
201 Patillo Rd
255 McBrine Dr
40621 Amberley Rd
320 Basaltic Rd
275 Wright Blvd
17855 Leslie St
500 Seaman St
2001 Forbes St
201 Confederation Pky
54 Bethridge Rd
415 Elmira Rd N
1500 Max Brose Dr
1 Showa Crt
1 Clearview
360 University Ave
141 Staffern Dr
111 Snidercroft Rd
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3218-030-065-23800
1938-050-041-59560
2629-020-035-23700
3242-040-001-06258
2110-090-014-11300
3739-070-370-02200
2326-000-015-02000
1514-010-010-00401
3204-020-020-24300
1928-000-280-59700
2110-100-025-02200
2308-040-016-28400
2308-040-017-06335
3751-210-000-07500
3012-040-044-42000
4060-540-001-00940
1928-000-214-25800
3111-030-060-02130
1948-040-157-04900
2518-003-130-22000
1809-040-030-09750
1928-000-213-46525
1919-042-040-00050
2308-040-017-03080
3936-080-030-02200
1949-000-106-88100
3204-021-010-00400
1208-070-225-00610
1928-000-213-46400
1928-000-235-00800

75

171,652
286,827
174,364
313,380
246,564
188,361
333,783
394,640
180,599
293,737
254,517
225,698
129,221
262,156
213,590
131,948
132,714
361,880
131,461
152,185
194,719
206,086
504,523
131,891
208,566
175,908
252,660
147,156
140,894
133,359

Deco Automotive
Tiercon Corporation
Cooper Standard
Johnson Controls Canada LP
Magna Closures Inc.
Magna International
Stackpole International
IAC Automotive Components AB
Magna International Inc.
HOOPP Realty Inc (Magna tenant)
Martinrea International
Dynamic Suspension
Litens Automotive Partnership
Magna International
Autosystems
Flex-N-Gate
Faurecia Automotive Seating Canada, Ltd.
Util Canada
ACTIVE Exhaust Corp.
Magna International
Magna International
Mitchel Plastics
ABC Plastic Moulding
FIO Automotive Canada Corp.
Toyota Boshoku Canada Inc.
Magna International
Magna Seating Inc.
Rollstar Metal Forming
Aisin Canada Inc.

225 Claireville Dr
591 Arvin Ave
268 Appin Rd
8205 Parkhill Dr
521 Newpark Blvd
550-594 Newpark Blvd
1325 Cormorant Rd
375 Basaltic Rd
337 Magna Dr
3066 Line 8
1995 Williams Pky
125 Corcoran Crt
730 Rowntree Dairy Rd
200 Industrial Pky N
200 Jamieson Bone Rd
75 Reagen's Industrial Pky
100 Reagens Ind Crt
270 Spinnaker Way
1865 Birchmount Rd
26 Kenview Blvd
78 Walker Dr
640 Conrad Pl
3325B Orlando Dr
220 Dunn Rd
45 South Field Dr
140 Staffern Dr
1-400 Courtneypark Dr E
6655 Northwest Dr
180 Wright Blvd
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1919-044-510-00100
2518-003-130-04220
3906-008-010-50102
2409-050-002-13859
1948-040-187-28000
1948-040-187-25000
2518-140-410-42130
1928-000-214-26201
1946-000-111-35010
4312-020-005-22750
2110-100-025-00405
1954-000-107-10050
1928-000-280-86050
1946-000-021-59830
1208-070-225-02720
4312-020-005-17270
4312-020-005-17202
1928-000-213-46010
1901-043-500-00600
2110-150-107-13610
2110-100-025-01932
3016-041-345-00200
2105-050-118-07200
3111-030-060-00625
3029-020-004-21840
1928-000-213-46500
2105-040-117-07440
2105-050-118-05650
3111-030-060-02160

76

229,686
157,140
125,272
159,720
265,285
279,925
153,330
152,917
277,690
246,903
202,564
240,906
157,838
169,109
165,824
161,473
198,400
216,546
178,554
209,588
152,748
206,045
126,464
211,750
173,435
171,555
190,900
201,046
130,070

Note: Inventory listing is effective as of February 23, 2015. Listings continue to be reviewed and are subject to change throughout the
consultation process.
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Appendix B – Glossary of Terms
These definitions are from a variety of sources including Property Appraisal and Assessment
Administration, Joseph Eckert, ed. IAAO and The Appraisal of Real Estate, Appraisal Institute,
12th Edition.

Accrued
depreciation

The amount of depreciation from any and all sources that affects
the value of the property in question.

Actual Age

Sometimes called “historical age” or “chronological age.” It is the
number of years that has elapsed since building construction was
completed.

Age/life method

A method of estimating accrued depreciation founded on the
premise that, in the aggregate, a neat mathematical function can
be used to infer accrued depreciation from the age of a property
and its economic life.

Approaches to
value

One or more of three approaches to value, namely (a) cost (b)
sales comparison (c) income capitalization. The approaches
employed will allow the assessor to determine the value of the
property.

Assessment equity

The degree to which assessments bear a consistent relationship to
market value.

Assessed value

Assessed value applies in ad valorem taxation and refers to the
value of the property according to the tax rolls.

Breakdown
method

A method for estimating total depreciation by specifying the
amount of each kind of depreciation, often for each major building
component, (including physical, functional and external).

Chronological age

The number of years elapsed since an original structure was built.
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Synonymous are actual age and historical age. Contrast with
effective age.
Comparables,
Comparable Sales

Recently sold properties that are similar in important respects to a
property being appraised. The sale price and the physical,
functional, and locational characteristics of each of the properties
are compared to the property being appraised in order to arrive at
an estimate of value. By extension, the term comparables is
sometimes used to refer to properties with rent or income
patterns comparable to the property being appraised.

Cost

The total dollar expenditure for an improvement (structure).

Cost Approach

Value as estimated as the current cost of reproducing or replacing
the improvements (including the appropriate entrepreneurial
incentive or profit) minus the loss in value from depreciation, plus
land or site value.

Current value
assessment (CVA)

As defined in the Assessment Act section 1: Current value means,
in relation to land, the amount of money the fee simple, if
unencumbered, would realize if sold at arm’s length by a willing
seller to a willing buyer.

Deferred
maintenance

Repairs and similar improvements that normally would have been
made to a property but were not made to the property in
question, thus increasing the amount of its depreciation.

Depreciation

The loss in value of an object, relative to its replacement cost,
reproduction cost, or original cost whatever the cause of the loss
in value. Depreciation is sometimes subdivided into three types:
physical deterioration (wear and tear), functional obsolescence
(sub-optimal design in light of current technologies or tastes), and
economic obsolescence (poor location or radically diminished
demand for the product).

Economic life

The period of time during which a given building or other
improvement to a property is expected to contribute (positively) to
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the value of the total property. This period is typically shorter than
the period during which the improvement could be left on the
property, that is, its physical life.
Economic/External
obsolescence

Loss in value to the improvements (relative to the cost of replacing
the improvements with one of equal utility) that stems from
factors external to the property.

Effective age

The typical age of a structure equivalent to the one in question
with respect to its utility and condition. Knowing the effective age
of an old rehabilitated structure of a building with substantial
deferred maintenance is generally more informative than knowing
its chronological age.

Equity

(1) The degree to which assessments bear a constant relationship
to market value. Measures include the coefficient of dispersion
and the coefficient of variation. (2) The net value of a property
after liens and other charges have been subtracted. See also
horizontal inequity and vertical inequity.

Fixed costs

Costs of fixed resources used by a firm that do not vary with
production levels and cannot be changed in the short run.

Functional
obsolescence

A flaw in the structure, materials or design that diminishes the
function, utility and value of the improvement.

Functional utility

The ability of the property or building to be useful and to perform
the function for which it is intended according to current market
tastes and standards, the efficiency of building’s use in terms of
architectural style, design and layout, traffic patterns and size and
type of buildings.

Highest and Best
Use

The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land on improved
property that is physically possible, appropriately supported, and
financially feasible that results in the highest value.
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Long-lived items

Building components with an expected remaining economic life
that is the same as the remaining economic life of the entire
structure.

Marginal utility

The change in total utility to a customer that results from a one-unit
change in the consumption level of an item.

Market extraction
method

Method of estimating depreciation which relies on the availability of
comparable sales from which depreciation can be extracted.

Market value

The most probable sale price of a property in terms of money in a
competitive and open market, assuming that the buyer and seller
are acting prudently and knowledgeably, allowing sufficient time for
the sale, and assuming that the transaction is not affected by undue
pressures. See Current Value Assessment.

Obsolescence

One cause of depreciation, an impairment of desirability and
usefulness caused by new inventions, changes in design, improved
processes for production or external factors that make a property
less desirable and valuable for continuing use. It may be either
functional or external.

Remaining
economic life

The number of years remaining in the economic life of a building or
other improvement as of the date of the appraisal. This period is
influenced by the attitudes of market participants and by market
reactions to competitive properties on the market.

Replacement cost

The cost, including material, labour, and overhead, that would be
incurred in constructing an improvement having the same utility to
its owner as the improvement in question, without necessarily
reproducing any particular characteristic of the property.

Reproduction
costs

The cost, including material, labor, and overhead, that would be
incurred in constructing an improvement having exactly the same
characteristics as the improvements in question.
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Short-lived items

A building component with an expected remaining economic life
that is shorter than the remaining economic life of the entire
structure.

Special purpose
property

A limited market property with a unique physical design, special
construction materials, or a layout that restricts it utility to the use
for which it was built, also called special design property.
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